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Abstract 

The severity of cyber security requires global attention and consciousness given its 

ramifications to both companies and the global economy. Each year predictions indicate an 

exponential intensification in number of daily cyber-attacks and economic losses associated to 

cybersecurity. 

The shipping industry and the global economy are closely interlinked to each other. The 

maritime shipping is responsible for around 95% seaborne trade making it a life blood in world 

trade and the global economy. With such economic muscle the sector is increasingly adapting 

new and better operation technologies within their infrastructure, putting them on the front 

squad for malicious ransom activities under which cybersecurity attacks are embedded. The 

consequences of such malicious activities can be severe beyond property and economic 

interests, extending to human lives, environment, and the economy entirely.  

The seriousness of this matter poses ongoing challenges to Maritime shipping 

stakeholders making it a hot topic attracting continuous scholarly attention. There is a need to 

further address issues of awareness on cybersecurity and the mitigation procedures. Therefore, 

Exploration of risk perceptions and mitigation strategies from the maritime shipping 

perspective is a relevant study. 

Two main research questions guided the study. The perception of cyber risk amongst 

seafarers and managers; What Mitigation strategies are applied before, during and after 

cyberthreats. The study used a web-survey with Likert type questionnaire, distribution was 

purposively through LinkedIn and snowball recruitment. Out of 30 respondents, 22 usable 

responses form this study findings. The participants had vast work experiences and 

backgrounds ranging from ship owners, Maritime insurance, seafarers, Academics, and others 

from different managerial positions. 

Regarding cyberthreat perception, we find a fair understanding of its seriousness in 

participants.  However, threat identification is still a challenge, the company procedures seem 

unclear to understand and recite. Regarding mitigation strategies, there seem to be less focus 

on strategies undertaken during and after the threat, but more on the preventive ones. This can 

be unfortunate and thus require more direction. 

 

Key words – Cybersecurity- Risk, Cyber threats, Risk assessment, Mitigate, shipping industry, 

Human risk perception, Risk mitigation, Web- survey, Risk analysis. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

 

1.0 Chapter Overview 

The maritime sector is a powerful and thriving industry considered a key driver of 

economic growth. The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) and 

International Chamber of Shipping (ICS) estimate 90% of the global trade volume being linked 

to maritime shipping industry, as well as  annual freight rates of more than USD 380 billion 

(ICS, 2023; UNCTAD, 2022).  The industry is integral to an international supply chain,  a wide 

supply chain that stretches from sea voyage to port infrastructure,  and inbound and outbound 

activities, making it a complex ecosystem with various stakeholders (Meland et al., 2021; 

Munim & Schramm, 2018; Stopford, 2008; Townsend, 2022; UNCTAD, 2020b).  In such a 

context, the industry acts as a bedrock as it links together multiple parties in the global supply 

chain, stimulating economic growth, job creation and general wealthy and well-being of nations 

around the world. Therefore, what impacts the maritime, impacts the world as well. In this case, 

maritime cybersecurity is a global concern. 

1.1 Research background 

 The ships are no longer those physical objects of the old era, whereby once the ship left 

the port, it was on its own, and any potential risk was limited to either human error or technical 

and mechanical failures, making any threat locally limited. Therefore cyber risks in maritime 

will have a huge damage globally (OECD, 2022; Townsend, 2022).The new technology 

considered to be reliable and efficient facilitates various communications between the ship and 

shore that has increased its adaptability, yet it must be mastered well by all users. The Automatic 

identification systems (AIS), Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), Electronic Chart 

Display and Information systems (ECDIS) are modern technologies on physical ships 

contributing to safe navigation, and because of their efficiency and reliability the future in 

maritime is predicted crewless. However, the proliferation of these technologies does not come 

trouble free, because they make ships prone to cyber security risks.  

Cyber security in the maritime has a huge impact on the safety of crew, vessel, cargo, 

and ports.  The Maritime sector is a leading source of employment in many countries, both 

directly and indirectly hence a bread winner to millions of households, as well as a future for 

continuous innovation (OECD, 2021), which makes discussions in regards to safety in broad 

an epitome for maritime stakeholders.  Cybersecurity in shipping is concerned with protection 

of information technology (IT) systems, on board the ships ‘hardware, sensors and data leakage 
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from/to unauthorised access, manipulation, and disruption. Cyber security plans and policies 

cover various risk types such as information integrity, system, and hardware availability both 

in shipping company´s offices and onboard the ship (BIMCO, et al., 2017; BIMCO, 2019; IMO, 

2017b; Maritime safety committe, 2017). The International Maritime authority (IMO) identifies 

systems onboard the ship that are considered vulnerable, as baked in sector definition.  

According to IMO (2017, p1) cyber security risk is defined, “a measure of the extent to 

which an asset, system, application, or connected infrastructure could be threatened by a 

potential circumstance or event which may result in shipping related operational, safety or 

security failures because of information or systems being corrupted lost or compromised” 

(IMO, 2017b).  The International safety Management code (ISM) and the international ship and 

port facility security code (ISPS) have escalated to ensure safety in a risk management 

perspective (IMO, 2017b). The, need to raise CS awareness and safety assurance in shipping 

lies to the responsibility of various stakeholders as stipulated in IMOs annex p.1 (2017).  

Recognizing that administrations, classification societies, ship owners, and ship 

operators, ship agents, equipment manufacturers, service providers, ports and 

port facilities, and all other maritime industry stakeholders should expedite 

work towards safeguarding shipping from current and emerging cyber threats 

and vulnerabilities” (IMO, 2017b; Maritime safety committe, 2017).   

The company procedure and guidelines should be in line with the safe management 

system context (SMS) (BIMCO, et al., 2017, p. 2), found in (ISM Code)1 and ISPS Code2 not 

later than the first annual verification of the companies’ documentation of compliance (DOC) 

after January 1. 2021. The company is thus bearing an obligation of integrating cybersecurity 

as a company culture. The guidelines stipulate the need for all levels in the company to bear 

bare responsibility for CS, ranging from senior management ashore to onboard personnel, as an 

inherent part of the safety and security culture necessary for safe and efficient operation of the 

ship (BIMCO, et al., 2017). 

The resilience of future companies and organisations is dependent on both internal and 

external stakeholders possessing a broad knowledge on implementation of emerging 

technologies (WEF, 2023). Cybersecurity is an issue high on many company’s` agenda 

(BIMCO, 2019; DNV, 2022; Garry, 2023; GCE, 2023; IMO, 2022; OECD, 2022; WEF, 2023).  

 
1 https://www.imo.org/en/ourwork/humanelement/pages/ISMCode.aspx- The International safety 

management (ISM) Code main purpose is to provide an international standard for the safe 

management and operation of ships and for pollution prevention. 
2 International ship and port facility security code 

https://www.imo.org/en/ourwork/humanelement/pages/ISMCode.aspx-
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The cost of vulnerability is being estimated, and it varies widely based on data and method 

(McNicholas, 2016). Several sources estimate the range from $300 billion each year as a lowest 

figure, to over $2 trillion a year or even more. The number is even projected to over $ 10.53 

trillion by  (Freeze, 2020; Marr, n.d.; McNicholas, 2016, pp. 281–287; WEF, 2023). With such 

huge estimate and severe consequences in terms of human causalities, economic and 

environmental cyber security is huge maritime concern as well as global.  

Cyber-security is a topic mostly sought after, and a top agenda in several corporate 

conferences.  For example, the  World`s top knowledge network - World Economic Forum 

(WEF) in Davos January 18th 2023, theme: Global CS outlook 2023, and regional business 

cluster conference, 14th February 23 (GCE, 2023; WEF, 2023). The focus is cybersecurity to 

corporations and organisations, exacerbated by implementation of emerging technologies.  

Maritime cyber security attacks (MCS- attacks) have been witnessed since 2010`s and 

they change forms and behavior. Recent updates include among others: 1) The 2023 

ransomware that hit the servers of DNV- one of the world’s leading classification societies and 

a recognised advisor for the maritime industry- according to Norwegian press (DN,2023, p17-

17). The attack forced them to immediately shut down the server (Garry, 2023; Seatrade, 2023) 

affecting  customers that depend on ship management (over 70 customers that operate more 

1000 vessels). 2) The French  container shipping company CMA CGM, after having been hit 

in 2020, (Cichen, 2020; CMACGM, 2020; Park et al., 2023a), has been retargeted again in 2021 

(Shippingwatch, 2021). The ransomware in 2020, led to inaccessibility to company`s website 

and applications affecting several customers, similarly in 2021. 3) The high level international 

organisations (for example IMO and NATO) were attacked (Kovacs, 2020; Kuhn, Bicakci, et 

al., 2021), affecting IT systems including public website and their intranet systems. 4) Other 

large companies for example Maersk line, BW group, COSCO, and (Cichen, 2020; Shen, 2018; 

Wei Zhe, 2017) have fallen prey to data breaches and attacks recently.  

Accidents that have happened due to failure of addressing cyberattacks have witnessed 

enormous consequences (Ben Farah et al., 2022; Meland et al., 2021). Affecting ports, supply 

chains, and loss of, reputation, asset loss, economic damages, environmental related to name 

but a few. For example, in  2017, the so called Not Petya- Maersk line, is said to have costed 

about  $300 million in lost productivity (Greenberg, 2018; Park et al., 2023b), whereas the 

 
3 Press conference: Global cybersecurity outlook 2023 at the World Economic Forum at Davos 

January 18 2023 https://www.weforum.org/events/world-economic-forum-annual-meeting-

2023/sessions/press-conference-global-cybersecurity-outlook-2023 

 

https://www.weforum.org/events/world-economic-forum-annual-meeting-2023/sessions/press-conference-global-cybersecurity-outlook-2023
https://www.weforum.org/events/world-economic-forum-annual-meeting-2023/sessions/press-conference-global-cybersecurity-outlook-2023
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COSCO terminal at the port of long beach in 2018, the IMO, CMA CGM, DNVGL in 2023 

have suffered with networks broken down, affecting customers and thus their reputation.  

In relation to the above concerns, the world`s major shipping organisations- together 

with The Baltic and international maritime council (BIMCO), have led high level discussions, 

resulting to the co-authoring and publication of the first ever “industry guidelines on 

cybersecurity on board ships”(BIMCO, 2019; BIMCO, et al., 2017; Maritime safety committe, 

2017). This work gave a basis to the first IMO- Guidelines on maritime cyber risk management- 

- IMO doc. MSC- FAL .428 /Circ.3, and later to the maritime safety committee resolution- 

MSC.428 (98). IMO currently require ship owners and managers to assess cyber risk and 

implement relevant measures across all functions of their safety management systems (DNV, 

2023) . It is a cumbersome process which leaves much of the interpretation to the company 

responsible, DNV preprepared recommended steps to easy the implementation of these 

obligations for stakeholders4 

The sprang to new technologies in the maritime is believed to have been accelerated due 

to covid 19 pandemic. With its mandatory safety instructions of 1 metre distance and working 

from home via internet, the Maritime industry has had to play catch up (UNCTAD, 2020a, p. 

49). The so called - playing a catch-up, meant that Maritime industry has had line up to the pace 

of other sectors. Believed to have adopted digitalisation and technology ex-ante (Rüßmann et 

al., 2015). The industry got more dependent to internet than ever, leading to adoption of new 

technologies (UNCTAD, 2020, 2023). The technology, they are constantly connected, 

automated and integrated include (Kavallieratos et al., 2020; Munim et al., 2020; Tusher et al., 

2022a), often using IOT, block chain, bigdata, artificial intelligence (AI) among others to 

improve efficiency sustainability and resilience.  

However, some of the systems and computers on ships often use complicated and old 

systems believed to potentially create blind spots. Other areas of shipping such as data and 

document sharing make use of blockchain technology. Additionally, ports are improving their 

openness, security infrastructure and management – using smart sensors and the IoT, along with 

terminal automation, port community systems, and traffic management systems. The  global 

smart ports market for example is forecasted to increase from $ 1.9 billion to $ 5.7 billion 

 
4 https://www.dnv.com/maritime/insights/topics/maritime-cyber-security/ism-guidance.html 

DNV published recommended steps on how ship owners and managers can go about fulfilling 

the requirement of IMO and ISM, which effective from January 2021 became an obligation to 

all. The ISM supported by IMO resolution. 

https://www.dnv.com/maritime/insights/topics/maritime-cyber-security/ism-guidance.html
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between 2022-2027 according to Clarkson (2022: Shipping’s Half Year Report | Clarksons, 

2023).  

There is an increasing concern that stakeholders in the maritime industry are likely to be 

unaware of the criticality of CS(CMA, 2022). They are only possessing top of ice information 

yet; the iceberg is hidden. Scholars are concerned of the real risk of cybersecurity and that the 

subject, requires constant scholarly attention. Thus is already attracting a growing research 

(Karim, 2022; Kavallieratos et al., 2020), to find out how different stakeholders are coping with 

the challenges.  Indeed, this acceleration is happening in the maritime sector and CS became a 

natural part of safety regulations, hence the integration of new clauses too (BIMCO, 2019).   

 

1.2 Research Problem 

Literature on CS in the maritime is limited compared to the growing insecurity and 

increasing daily attacks (Park et al., 2023a).  Many organizations may lack appropriate 

information and knowledge due to insufficient or undisclosed incidents, knowledge on the risk 

and procedures to follow (Alshahrani et al., 2022; Park et al., 2023c; Ungkap & Daengsi, 

2022a). The strategies employed to mitigate these problems are complex and dependent on a 

variety of aspects (Cheung et al., 2021; Larsen & Lund, 2021; Park et al., 2023a). Recent studies 

are still calling for more empirical studies (Ashraf et al., 2022; Cheung et al., 2021; Larsen & 

Lund, 2021; Park et al., 2019a, 2023c; Tusher et al., 2022a) to throw more light on the 

complexity. For example, after having proposed decision framework for assessing CS risks in 

autonomous shipping, they suggest an on-going update in various sectors. Maritime is naturally 

part of logistics. To this end, have recent studies made three categories to break down the 

complexity regarding mitigation strategies – as Real time recovery, Aftermath and 

precautionary (Cheung et al., 2021, pp. 4–5). Maritime is inseparable from supply chain and 

logistics, thus can be interesting to apply similar contexts. More studies specify a need to 

evaluate mitigation strategies for the list of risk they came up with, where Malware, Phishing 

and human factors are turbulent CS risks (Larsen & Lund, 2021; Park et al., 2023a) 

To supplement these works above, this study contributes on the continuously growing 

knowledge on CS, seen from the seafarer’s avenue, the managers and subject matter experts 

(SMEs) in the maritime shipping through questions below. 
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1.3 Research Questions(s) 

Q1 How is Cyber security -Risk (CSR) perceived among seafarers and managers in the 

Maritime? 

Qn2: What measures are taken to mitigate cyber security -risks? 

This study aims at providing the reader insights on cyber security risks, threats, and the 

mitigation practices - seen from the maritime shipping perspective. Through collection of 

practices, this paper lines back other scholars to form a small contribution to this tantalizing 

problem, and even those outside maritime will find it useful.  It may not be a pre-requisite for 

managers and seafarers or any other operators to be excellent IT experts, however a minimum 

is expected and is a necessity in today’s operations- as a precaution against these ever-eroding 

risks.  

1.4 Thesis Outline 

The rest of this study is divided into six sections as follows: The second section presents the 

literature review about cybersecurity. The third section describes the methodology to be used. 

Section four is the findings generated, while five is the discussion. The paper comes to an end 

with the sixth section that bears the conclusion. 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.0 Chapter Overview 

The chapter presents existing literature related to the study. Section 2.1 shows how the 

literature was found, 2.2 is a review of definition and conceptualisation of (CS). Section 2.3 

presents a review of cybersecurity challenges and risks, while 2.4 the mitigation strategies. In 

section 2.5 a combine the concepts of CS, the mitigation strategies, categories, and measures to 

form a conceptual framework. 

2.1 Method for finding and selecting literature. 

To identify the relevant academic literature a bibliometric analysis was undertaken. 

Bibliometric analysis is commonly used in the maritime field for example (Munim et al., 2020). 

It provides several descriptive of authors, journals, based on citation and keywords, in addition 

to supporting the research clusters and providing insights into current research interests and 

trend. A three- step system illustrated below was followed based on a methodology for 

classification of publications and journals (Waltman & van Eck, 2012).  The first was to 

determine sources for publications and journals and their relatedness. Then clustering and 

organising them into research areas and lastly labelling them. It is an iterative process of 

constant reading back and forth thereby enabling interlinkage in literature review.  

Figure 1: Three-step construction methodology 

 

Source: own construct 
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Before writing the literature, a three-step methodology  above illustrates the process in 

a three- way matrix. Determination of sources is a point where data collection through a 

systematic literature search start captured in a matrix – A-5 start in which bibliometric citation 

analysis is gathered in practice. The Boolean search strings were created with search terms; 

Cybersecurity, Cyber-security risks, Cybercrime, Cyberthreat, Threat mitigation, Perception, 

Cyber-resilience, Maritime, shipping, maritime cybersecurity among others as illustrated. The 

SCOPUS data base was used for all the English documents related to cybersecurity. To narrow 

down the search, various key words combinations are tried as search queries.  The first search 

query is “(cybersecurity OR shipping (cyber AND security)) AND (Maritime OR Shipping)).  

This yielded four hundred (400), but after sorting out to closer preferences, one hundred thirty-

nine (n= 139) are left for review.  A visualisation of bibliometric mapping in Figure 2 based on 

Vos-viewer software (Eck & Waltman, 2009) was adopted. For interpretation, the colours 

illustrate the research areas and categories in line with research questions and search query. The 

figure tells that cybersecurity is seen in various perspectives within maritime and the attack 

ecosystem is complex. Ranges from ships, automations, navigations but the literature focus 

more on the shipping hence a bigger red dot as well as other big dotted areas. 

Figure 2: Mapping bibliometric review 
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Source: own construct – based on (Eck & Waltman, 2009) 

2.2 Labelling Reviewed literature 

The fine tuning of search query “(cybersecurity OR (cyber AND security)) AND 

(Maritime OR Shipping)), gave over 300 articles - from disciplines such as computer science, 

engineering, management education, social sciences, decision science, Business management 

and accounting, energy among others. More publication is observed in the latest years 

especially from 2015 to 2023. More search re-refining resulted in n= 139 of which 90 were 

published as journal papers, while the rest were conferences. 

 

2.3 Cybersecurity Perception  

It is evident that information and communication technology (ICT) is ever evolving. 

The connectivity between Operational Technology (OT) and Information Technology (IT) is 

both  the future and current driver of maritime operations (Afenyo & Caesar, 2023; Androjna 

& Perkovič, 2021; Ashraf et al., 2022; Barber et al., 2022; Cheung et al., 2021; Kanwal et al., 

2022; Kechagias et al., 2022; Larsen & Lund, 2021; Meland et al., 2021; Park et al., 2019a; 

Tusher et al., 2022a). However, the integration is  perceived vulnerable spot for cyber threats 

and risks on to critical infrastructures (CI) (Afenyo & Caesar, 2023; Kechagias et al., 2022), 

which despite some criticisms (Kanwal et al., 2022; Karim, 2022), has (IMO) together with 

other stakeholders and major classification societies have undertaken serious initiatives since 

2017. The ISM code and ISPC requires all maritime stakeholders to document the integration 

of CS culture in own business operations (BIMCO, 2019; BIMCO, et al., 2017; DNV, 2023; 

Maritime safety committee, 2017; Meland et al., 2022). Implementation of CS culture requires 

knowledge capital and a clear international legal framework to enable a general mapping of 

maritime cyber security (MCS) to start with (Karim, 2022).   

In their study that presented a nine dimensions framework of cyber risk perception 

(Larsen & Lund, 2021) to illustrate the complexity risk perception in the lenses of psychometric 

paradigm and cognitive biases. The perception of cybersecurity is beyond technical stand alone 

and use of such recognised psychological models form the understand of human perception as 

well as guiding in the development of mitigation tools. The psychometric is represented by nine 

dimensions (p.1488) to understand human risk perception.    It is of great importance that leaders 

and managers are equipped against wrong security perceptions as they can be heavily 

detrimental(Kuhn, Bicakci, et al., 2021). Mistakes can be undermined or escalated as a result. 
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The ecosystem of cyber security perception thus starts from knowing what CS is, what types as 

discussed below. 

2.3.1 Review of Cyber security. 

The is a broad review of cybersecurity definitions of which the context vary based on 

sector and study area (Androjna & Perkovič, 2021; Meland et al., 2021). The complexity and 

broadness are illustrated in  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: visualisation of Cybersecurity extant . The vos-viewer colours show the 

occurrence and unpredictable nature of cybersecurity happening in cyberspaces and cyber-

enabled systems. some studies argue for a unifying and interdisciplinary definition (Cains et 

al., 2022; Dan Craigen et al., 2014) urging that it is the best way towards finding a lasting 

solution. On the other hand, the complexity cannot be looked at from a general perspective 

since different sectors face different challenges hence complex definitions.  

The risk perception in the maritime shipping is broad and complex topic (Afenyo & 

Caesar, 2023; Ben Farah et al., 2022; Cheung et al., 2021; Park et al., 2019a; Tusher et al., 

2022a), and thus own complex definition as stipulated in the IMO page. 13. However, a 

multidimensional, concise, and universally acceptable definition opens a door to a great 

collaboration and understanding, which builds a strong foundation towards technological and 

innovation. Thus, a definition believed unifying was suggested by (Dan Craigen et al., 2014) as 

“The organisation and collection of Resources, Processes, and Structures used to protect 

cyberspace and cyberspace enabled systems from occurrences that misalign de jure from de 

facto property rights” (p.13. The definition is broken down in four (4) elements to illustrate 

unification and multidisciplinary illustrated in Error! Reference source not found., including 

1) the Organisation and Resources, stands for a complexity that cannot only be descriptive but 

rather show interactions with humans, humans, and systems and so on. 2)  Protect cyber-space 

(CS and CS-enabled systems; this includes a broad protection for all threats including the 

untraditional aspect. E.g., intentional aspects, natural hazards, and aspects not viewed as 

cyberspace such as computer control systems and cyber-physical systems. 3) from occurrence- 

reflects unpredictability and that protection is intended to a wide range of intentional and 

unintentional occurrences and 4) that misaligns de jure from de facto property rights: any event 

that misaligns actual (de facto property rights) from perceived (de-jure) rights whether 
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intentional or accident is a cyber security incident. Definitions from other empirical sources are 

gathered in Table 1 where articles highlight definitions, details about possible causes and the 

remedies to cyber-attacks. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: visualisation of Cybersecurity extant 

 

Source: own construct 

The definitions rotate around similar concepts but related to the industrial trend. For 

example, Cs in Maritime autonomous surface ships (MASS)- cyber physical, maritime 

infrastructure, information, and communication (Androjna et al., 2020; Ben Farah et al., 2022; 

Tusher et al., 2022a) The global navigation satellites systems (GNSS) are more susceptible to 

security threats and thus classification of threats are more frequently revisited. In addition, the 

valuation and security measurement and understanding surrounding legal framework, the 

change of mindset on threat landscape are among  core steps to defining Cs (Chang et al., 2019; 

Cheung & Bell, 2021; Karim, 2022). In the centre of it a definition will only be descriptive if it 

rotates around processes and technologies. The human factor (Park et al., 2023c) and  people 

should be on top of processes and technology (Ungkap & Daengsi, 2022a) because often they 

are sources of attack points to on board or off ship systems (Meland et al., 2021). To understand 

cybersecurity, there is need to be informed on knowledge, skills, and strategies of hackers. 

Confidentiality, integrity, and availability of sensitive data (CIA) are main concepts to 

internalise (Ben Farah et al., 2022), as they guide security policies in organisations. 

Confidentiality is the set of rules that limit information access, Integrity is the assurance that 
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information is trusted, and Availability is the guarantee of reliable access to information by 

reliable people. The three steps Identify, Gather and Map is suggested to facilitate the process. 

 

 

 

 

Table 1: Summary cyber security themes 

Article Publication Detail Definition & remedy 

Indetifying CS risks and control 

options for  Maritime Chang et al.,  

2019) 

IAMU- Conference Lack of training, use 

of outdated system & 

being hackers target. 

Develop a process, train, 

update, and upgrade.  

Risk assessment for autonomous 

shipping Tusher & Munim (2022) 

- (Tusher et al., 2022b)  

Maritime Economics navigational systems 

more vulnerable 

Communication systems 

to be clog free. 

 An assessment of Maritime CSR 

(Park et al., 2023a) 

Ocean and coastal 

management 

List top threats to 

direct efforts. Human 

factor is still on top 

Evaluate risk levels of 

identified threats, then 

tackle those unacceptable. 

Define CS as a modern 

aspect 

Aspects in Maritime cyber 

security  (Afenyo & Caesar, 2023; 

Karim, 2022) 

Ocean and coast 

management 

In context of 

regulation, 

economics, training 

operation and data 

Definitions should base 

on real time data 

(Kuhn, Bicakci, et al., 2021; 

Ungkap & Daengsi, 2022a) 

WMU Journal of 

Maritime affairs 

Group Perception, 

response, and its 

impact to Cs risks- use 

of CS decision making 

exercise 

Cyber space preparation- 

for robustness, 

Interrelations in people, 

technology, and 

processes 

(Cains et al., 2022; Kavallieratos et 

al., 2020; Rahman et al., 2021) 

IEEE-Informatics Preservation of 

Confidentiality, 

Integrity, and 

availability of 

information 

A resilient system 

functionality, 

maintenance of CIA 

    

Source: own construct 

The systematic bibliometric review study rotates around OT, IT and ICT and CI while 

relating cybersecurity, and weak points and targets within resilience -as illustrated above. 

Empirical such as, studies (Caines, 2020) found a similarity in their biggest study: context 
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driven, resilient systems, functionality and maintenance of CIA were the most influential to the 

definition of Cyber Security, while impacts of CIA vulnerabilities, probabilities of outcome 

were on cybersecurity Risks. With this backdrop, different disciplines seem weave definitions 

in own context depending on nature CIs.    

 

2.3.2 Cyber security threats and Categories 

Threats discussions in maritime shipping is very wide because of the reliance on IT/OT 

assets to support operations and manage data (e.g., collect, use, develop, receive, transmit and 

store) (Ben Farah et al., 2022; de Peralta et al., 2021; Kanwal et al., 2022; Meland et al., 2021; 

Oruc et al., 2022; Park et al., 2023c; Tusher et al., 2022b). ICT systems use data as information, 

while OT systems use the data to control and monitor physical infrastructures. The technology 

includes field controllers (i.e., GMDSS, GNSS, programable, etc..) network equipment, 

communication systems, hardware, and generally a complex infrastructure that makes it 

susceptible to vulnerability. These scholars urge the need for understanding CIs (OT &IT) and 

the potential attack points which in some cases may differ.  

The threat scope is wide and ever evolves; Table 2 summarises threats and attack points 

and paths identified in this literature review. Scholars suggest, Paying attention to  sectoral 

transition, economic impacts and insights as  critical for cybersecurity awareness, for 

organisations to map where to prioritise their efforts (Ben Farah et al., 2022; Weaver et al., 

2022); understanding threat types should begin with knowledge of most vulnerable 

components, critical dimensions and their interrelation (Ben Farah et al., 2022; Oruc et al., 

2022; Park et al., 2023b; Tusher et al., 2022a) therefore threats vary in attack and impact. For 

example, cyberattacks categories in the port are in form of spear-phishing, distributed denial of 

services (DDos), social engineering, malware/ransom/trajons and port scanning. The DDos 

have several variations for example jamming attacks and hijacking are often seen in OTs such 

as AIS and ECDIS. The IBM 2023 threat reports and index (IBM, 2023, 2023), identify 

phishing, two years in a row as top cause for attackers breaking into organisations. Similarly 

concludes (Ben Farah et al., 2022; Park et al., 2023b). Therefore IT and OTs (Ben Farah et al., 

2022; Kavallieratos et al., 2020; Meland et al., 2021; Park et al., 2023c; Tusher et al., 2022a) 

are constantly being studied in compositions to imagine the behaviours of hackers.  

In a hybrid study identifying maritime Cyber Security Threats (CST) (Park et al., 

2023c). Six list category ranking cyber security threats (CST) on criticality to maritime shipping 

was screened. Accordingly - Phishing, Malware Man – in the middle attack (MITM), Theft of 

credentials, Human factor and using outdated IT systems were rated.  the study concluded that 
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Malware was the most critical threat category for the maritime and the vector source was the 

human factor. Understanding cyber risk types begins with knowing source identification. The 

AIS, IoT among others were critical paths where Jamming and spoofing were identified mostly 

(Androjna & Perkovič, 2021; Tusher et al., 2022a).However certain names of attacks categories 

were mainly observed in the review study the major one being Malware. Others are Phishing, 

Ransomware all appearing in different behaviour. Most threat types are classified under 

category Malware where ransom attacks are a biggest subcategory.  

 

 Spear- Phishing  

This is created by emails containing suspicious links to obtain unauthorised access. They 

tend to be impersonation emails, often through attachments, links, or services (Ben Farah et al., 

2022; IBM, 2023, p. 4). The email often confuses to be from a trusted link to an extent that even 

an experience person may be confused. It takes an employee to klick on the link and so the 

organisation is jeopardized, because all the information will be transferred to the hacker after 

accessing the information system. The hacker installs key- loggers to capture passwords and 

logins and determine the identity of company staff. Sea crews and other maritime personnel 

using personnel devise could receive phishing emails or visit malicious websites and thus 

installing the viruses on the ship operating systems (Ben Farah et al., 2022; Meland et al., 2021; 

Park et al., 2023a). A separation of passwords and logins for crew and vessel is suggested 

especially in this case. 

 

 Malware/ransom/Trojans 

This category is often directed to the server and information systems. Increasingly a 

common place is  through malicious Microsoft office documents, usually attached to phishing 

emails and macros (Ben Farah et al., 2022; Meland et al., 2021; Park et al., 2023a). The 

developers created these malware macros, that accesses open documents or damages devises 

without the knowledge of the user, by downloading files from infected websites, connecting 

USB drives, and removable media that has malicious malware (Park et al., 2023a), the result is 

either ransomware, trojans or distributed denial of service (DDoS); refusing access to a physical 

infrastructure. watching out for newer malware tactics (e.g html files, macros and password 

compressed files and many others) is suggested.  Scholars listed malware since as a big threat 

to shipping environment given the fact that it is likely to access and damage vessel systems or 

robe sensitive information. There are various cases in the maritime sector that are linked to 

malware; for example the latest; 2023 ransom ware that hit the servers of a classification society 
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in Norway affecting customers ‘vessel systems following the shutdown (Garry, 2023), the Not 

Petya- Maersk encrypted malware that attacked computer systems both in Europe and India 

(Ben Farah et al., 2022; Meland et al., 2021), that demanded USD 200 million to give access.  

Lists of maritime cyber-attacks with malware repeatedly on top ten is availed (Ben Farah et al., 

2022; Meland et al., 2021; Park et al., 2023c) . The top 10 threats- malware in a period of 2010-

2020 is provided by Meland et al. (2021), Ben Farah et al (2022) list threats and their typical 

attack vectors and the latest from Park et al. (2023). Malware is still highly ranked, and 

mitigation is needed. DNV`s ransomware and Port Lisbon “lockbit” ransomware (Garry, 2023; 

Techcrunch, 2023) are 2023 latest attacks that add evidence to scholarly works. 

 

2.3.3 Human factor / social engineering: 

 These attack categories depend on exploitation of human curiosity to advance a 

malicious act (Ben Farah et al., 2022; Meland et al., 2021) and the cognitive attitude based on 

either 1st or 2nd century; to creating cyber security awareness (Ungkap & Daengsi, 2022b). In 

determination of factors and measures associated with employees cyber security awareness in 

a transport sector, understanding the human factors- based on individual differences (cognitive, 

education, experience) is required to gain their level of cyber awareness.  Social media or instant 

messaging usage patterns are means for hackers to gather information, so the behaviour of 

employees on these platforms are worth being clear over.  For example, a hacker can obtain 

critical information through Facebook, Instagram or Tik Tok. Other social engineering attacks 

include Baiting and Quid Pro Quo (Ben Farah et al., 2022). Meland (2022), lists 14 incidents 

that are causes of economic fraud linked to social engineering of which human is crucial.  

 

2.3.4 Man in the middle (MITM) 

 This as the name sounds is another unknown intruder in between two different parties, 

that collect information in pretence of being one of the parties involved. This hacker hides in 

open WIFI’s /hotspots or fake websites and prevent users from sending and receiving or even 

redirect information to another user (Park et al., 2019b, 2023a; Thomas, 2022).  An illustration 

of threats and categories is summarised in Table 2 based on review studies.  

 

Table 2: Threat category  

Threat/Category Vulnerability Attack-paths Attach points 
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Malware: 

Ransom, not petya,DDOs: 

(Barker et al., 2022; Ben Farah 

et al., 2022; Meland et al., 2021; 

Park et al., 2023c) 

 

 Communication links: Via 

unencrypted WIFI, an attacker 

inserts themselves to control and 

change a conversation, between 

two parties unknowingly, and 

demand payment. 

Files, 

macros, html 

GMdss, GNSS, 

CCTVs, VHfs, 

crews, AIS 

SpearPhishing: 

Emails, Ryuka: (Meland et al., 

2021; Park et al., 2023a) 

Accessing impersonated emails 

e.g., banks, insurance companies 

and other sources that seem 

trustworthy 

USB, email, 

attachments, 

PDFs, 

remote desk 

protocol 

Crews, operators, 

AIS 

 Man In the Middle (MITM) 

(Cheung & Bell, 2021) 

Via unencrypted WIFI, an 

attacker inserts themselves to 

control and change a 

conversation, between two 

parties unknowingly. 

Ransomware

, ship servers 

 

Theft of ID:(Duzha et al., 

2017) 

Using automatic logins, giving 

personal information to fake 

sources 

AIS, links, 

transactions, 

spoofing, 

general links 

 

Human factor/social 

engineering (Androjna & 

Perkovič, 2021; (Meland et al., 

2021)     

Employees may lack knowledge 

on new CS threats.  Companies 

too may lack procedures 

Data 

breaches- 

Tik tok, 

facebook 

(SOME) 

 

Outdated ICTS ((Meland et al., 

2021)    

Use of expired firewalls and 

antivirus software 

  

    

Source: own construct 

 

2.4 Mitigation of cybersecurity threats 

 The concept of Mitigation is a risk management concept used at providing a holistic 

solution in regard to the evolving cyber risk environment with a focus on collaboration with 

maritime supply chain actors and stakeholders (Barker et al., 2022; Cheung et al., 2021; Duzha 

et al., 2017) . To mitigate is to reduce economic consequences which are the main target of 

malicious attacks and is enhanced by real time data. However, it is not that easy. There is a 

challenge of getting real time logs about the attacks and how they are delt with in maritime 

supply chain (Cheung et al., 2021). The national institute of standards and technology cyber 

security framework –NIST CSF 1 – voluntary a  world leader from the US in creating critical 
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solutions, was suggested with  components encouraging collaboration to aid identification and  

assessment for  mitigation (Barker et al., 2022; Duzha et al., 2017, p. 250) . NIST is a voluntary 

framework that consists of standards, guidelines, and best practice to manage cyber risk. It 

builds on 5 sequencies; Identify, protect, detect, respond and recover (Barker et al., 2022, p. 

22). 

To Provide such a holistic solution, it requires, collaboration and transparency in the 

cyber community. Mitigate framework emphasises the collaboration of various stakeholders in 

identification, assessment and mitigation of risk associated with cyber assets and international 

maritime supply chain processes. This is through risk management, advanced simulation, 

visualisation of potential cyber-attacks and open intelligence services among others according 

to (Duzha et al., 2017). Such a radical shift requires 8 components assumed to complement each 

other. 

 Asset modelling and visualisation, in this component each user (maritime 

stakeholder and supply chain participant) follows strict rules to declare their 

cyber assets along with possible mapping of related risks. 

 A modelling software that allows analysts to keep track of own possible tried 

models and allowing to provide mapping of threats.  

 Simulation- to help discover attach paths given a particular security mapping 

and offering best defensive strategies. 

 Collaborative risk assessment that makes it possible to conduct assessment. 

 Open interagency to provide near real time data. 

 Notification and reporting components to inform users of any concerns. 

 An administrative component to track all administrate related issues. 

 An access control and privacy components 

  Although the Cyber security mitigation  developments within maritime are still 

perceived sluggish in comparison to other sectors (Afenyo & Caesar, 2023; Kanwal et al., 2022; 

Karim, 2022; Kuhn, Bicakci, et al., 2021; Lloyd`s Register, n.d.; Tusher et al., 2022a).  There 

seem to be some novel risk management systems in pipeline, and more studies are identifying 

other possible ways to mitigate risk. However, a complex legal system, challenges novelty, as 

well as challenges on disclosures on risks and the different methods that fail to intertwin. 

2.4.1 Rules and regulations. 

 To improve cyber resilience in maritime shipping, the international Maritime authority 

has (IMO), came up with recommendatory guidelines for assessment and development of threat 
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procedures (Msc-Fal.1/ Circ.3) (IMO, 2017a).  The stakeholders - ship owners and managers 

through their company`s management systems, in line with ISM and ISPS codes (IMO-ISPS, 

2021), supported by IMO resolution MSC. 428 (98)5, have a duty to assess, develop and 

implement relevant measures in harmony with relevant national, international, and flag state 

rules and regulations (IMO, 2017a; Kanwal et al., 2022).   

These guidelines follow a five-step framework of the United States National Institute of 

Science and technology (NIST) but can be followed non-sequentially. Elements include 

Identification, Protection, Detection, Response and Recovery. Identification requires, defining 

personnel roles for cyber risk management, and identify systems according to risk level. 

Protection is to implement risk control measures and plans to protect against the threats. 

Detection is about implementing ways of detection in a timely manner in case a threat hits. The 

Response is about developing and implementing activities that enhance resilience, and 

restoration in case of a threat. Lastly the recovery is identification of back up and restoration 

measures in aftermath of the attach of the system.  

 

 2.5 Cyber risk frameworks 

The adoption of risk frameworks is widely discussed, and adoption depends on the risk 

at hand.  For example, Ransomware, is a very big problem of which an individual framework 

is discussed (Barker et al., 2022). These discussions are grounded on NIST -a framework for 

improving critical infrastructure cyber security.  Which was also adopted by IMO.  The NIST 

stands for National Institute for Standards and Technology NIST since 1901 previously known 

as bureau of standards, a living document constantly being updated in versions such as version 

2.0 (NIST, 2022). This framework is an alignment of functions, categories and subcategories 

with the business requirements, resource availability and risk tolerance.  

The framework adopted depends on the risk exposure. Ransomware is identified a 

leading threat in the maritime, where the attackers ask for big sums of money thus,  NIST 

framework for ransomware can be applied to build own (Barker et al., 2022). Organisations are 

advised to follow recommended steps to prepare for and reduce the potential of successful 

ransom attacks the cyber security framework has these following steps: 

• Identify:  develop an organisation understanding for everyone to understand the 

context of cybersecurity and the possible attacks. Understand the business and 

the resources that support critical functions. 

 
5 https://wwwcdn.imo.org/localresources/en/OurWork/Security/Documents/Resolution%20MSC.428(98).pdf 
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• Protect- is to develop appropriate safeguards. Through trainings, 

• Detect- is to develop and implement appropriate activities to identify the 

occurrence of cyber security. 

• Respond- develop appropriate solutions to the detected issues. 

• Recover- develop plans to reinstate after occurrence, and it is better to be real 

time. 

The above 5-step framework provides an inventory list of safety and business-related 

critical system and software These together are the pre-requisite to execution of a cyber risk 

assessment. The current industry practice requires documentation of compliance. The IMO 

policies and requests are still challenging (Afenyo & Caesar, 2023; Kanwal et al., 2022; Karim, 

2022; Kuhn, Bicakci, et al., 2021) such that a captive system can be vital., 

 

2.6 Categorization of Various Measures  

The frameworks of NIST and DVGL, illustrate a fact that there are different ways of 

categorising defence actions. This is similar in the literature that selected out different 

approaches too (Cheung & Bell, 2021; Enayaty-Ahangar et al., 2021a). According to Enayaty-

Ahangar et al.,( 2021)  six mission areas based on NIST are studied; with a three group 

undercategory. The basis of undercategory is Defence Action Intention (DAI) - or missions if 

you will. They are further divided into – Before/Pre, During/Real-time or After/aftermath. The 

Before involve mission areas whose defensive actions are taken prior to attack i.e prevention  

and mitigation. The during/real-time, are mission areas whose required actions take place 

during or after the incident. Forexample respose and detection.  The after/recovery, are mission 

areas whose required actions occur after the attack, for example recovery. These missions are 

also Similar to Cheung & Bell, (2021) cartegorisation as they together support the proactive 

planning, real time opertional planning and recovery planning as important categories. 

1. The precautionary measure is the pre-requisite to cyber-attack defence and are 

implemented before the attack occurrence. 

2. The real-time recovery calls for the defensive action plans carried out amidst the 

cyberattack. 

3. The aftermath measures are implemented after the cyber-attack. 

Prevention is to avoid any circumstance that can lead into any risk. However, alone are 

preventive measures insufficient towards cybersecurity threats since the attackers will 

eventually find out how to get to their target. Improvising other plans is suggested (Cheung & 
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Bell, 2021; Enayaty-Ahangar et al., 2021a), especially starting with risk identification and 

vulnerability assessment (Park et al., 2023a). As a hint to enterprises implementing effective 

CS measures, Donaldson et al., (2015) makes it concrete on having multiple measures to 

handling cyber-attack- prevention alone is not enough without detection (p148-149). What 

makes up an effective cyber security?  According to (Donaldson et al., 2015), one cannot rely 

exclusively on technologies, such as walls, doors, and gates to stop attackers. By Adding a 

detection to the security profile, an enterprise will at least catch the attack in progress and have 

an opportunity to stop it; once stopped, the avenue can be blocked, closed and the vulnerabilities 

the attackers were exploiting disrupted. There is a consensus indeed that a determined attacker 

is unstoppable with preventive measures alone however long the list may be. This explains the 

case of high-profile attacks leaves no doubt prevention needs a combination of planning phases 

and categories (Cheung & Bell, 2021; Enayaty-Ahangar et al., 2021a). Let us navigate them 

below. 

 

2. 6. 1 Precautionary measure 

As discussed in the previous section, legal framework is an important precautionary 

measure. A basis of various frameworks (Kuhn, Kipkech, et al., 2021; McNicholas, 2016). The 

various standards are ranging from national guidelines, to sectoral and global based on updated 

legal policies and regulations. It is thus suggested to plan according to available industrial 

frameworks while building up basic cyber security processes (DNV, 2023; McNicholas, 2016, 

p. 300). Regulations and companies’ procedures are often widely discussed in  literature 

(Cheung et al., 2021; Enayaty-Ahangar et al., 2021a) as important instruments,  if updated in 

relation to the risks pace. Empirical studies (Afenyo & Caesar, 2023; Burrell et al., 2020; 

Cheung & Bell, 2021; Kanwal et al., 2022; Karim, 2022; Kuhn, Bicakci, et al., 2021), evaluated 

cyber preparedness through, regulations, company procedures from managers, procedures from 

shipboard system readiness, training and awareness, human factor, and compliance. 

Regulations positively affected cybersecurity related procedures such as training and 

awareness- thus leading to readiness (Kanwal et al., 2022).  

On the other hand, complexity of regulatory frameworks can be a hinderance to 

understanding companies’ safety management systems (Afenyo & Caesar, 2023) if not 

simplified to stakeholders. With human factor, bearing a high risk level  to cyber security in  

logistics and maritime supply chains (Ben Farah et al., 2022; Burrell et al., 2020; Kanwal et al., 

2022; Meland et al., 2021; Park et al., 2023c), Training is vital. Infarct there is clear evidence 

that absence of structured security awareness training for employees is a major source of 
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vulnerability. A security plan involving employees at its construct phase is suggested (Ben 

Farah et al., 2022), to ensure that procedures are more than tick off boxes to compliance. The 

technological giants also remind the on integration of people, plans and technology as a vital 

precaution. 

 Additionally measures to ensure CIA- confidentiality, integrity and availability 

are precautional (de Peralta et al., 2021). Whereas there is a consensus that 100% cyber risk 

reduction is impossible (Meland et al., 2021; Park et al., 2023a), a risk analysis plan, focusing 

on those with unbearable risk and manageable is a good start to risk mitigation(Ben Farah et 

al., 2022; Carnival, 2023; Cheung et al., 2021; Maritime Executive, 2023; Meland et al., 2021; 

Park et al., 2023c; Tusher et al., 2022a). Literature indicates often applicable measures such as 

access controls, trusted firewall and gateway installations, regular updating, counterfeit 

prevention, segregated WIFI in case of passengers and crew. In maritime supply chains, as part 

of supply chain management, due diligence is vital. Information sharing, supplier auditing and 

supply chain partner collaboration are vital measures for stakeholders to maintain  supply chain 

network availability and connectivity (Burrell et al., 2020; Cheung & Bell, 2021) to enable risk 

identification which also creates a sense of responsibility to everyone involved. This goes in 

line with training of personnel, developing an internal culture on risks such as whistleblowing 

all to create awareness. 

Furthermore, a common approach is the installation of software that detect the risks 

(Ben Farah et al., 2022; Meland et al., 2021). These must however be certified and from trusted 

vendors (IBM, 2023). For Maritime corporations such as Saipem an Italian subsea and oil 

company and Carnival (Carnival, 2023), risk detection mitigated potential losses. Saipem was 

able to contain the attack while at their regional servers in the middle east giving them time for 

backups.  It was also upon detection of the risk in Carnival that a launch of investigation was 

undertaken that saved the corporation. 

  Another measure identified in the literature is data protection through updates of 

software, having antiviruses and separation of internet logins (Ben Farah et al., 2022; Kanwal 

et al., 2022; Meland et al., 2021). The fact that cyber incidents result into data leakage, most 

sources were concerned on data protection where the most dominant technology under 

discussion was block chain, IoT, among others and a separation of crew logins from the vessel 

login. However, updates can also increase risk of attacks; if it is done through removable media, 

as this is often means to install malware; a file used by hackers to obtain system access.  

Lastly but not least, the use of password is the widest applicable precautional measure. 

Industrial experts and scholars advise on a good password policy as an essential cybersecurity 
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measure if it conforms to the following yardsticks: it should be hard to guess, avoid using 

private data such as own birthdays, not to use on multiple accounts, using two/ three factor 

authentications, and regular updates. Overall, there are a variety of precaution as illustrated in 

table below. 

In table a summary of various measures considered precautionary based on review 

studies is provided. Identifying precautions as main category with types of measures as the 

subcategory. 

Table 3: Precautions to mitigate cyber security risks. 

Category  Measures  References 

 Precautionary 

actions 

Rules, Regulations, procedure (Becmeur et al., 2017; Kanwal et 

al., 2022; Kuhn, Bicakci, et al., 

2021) 

Access control, detection, and 

strict policies 

(Ben Farah et al., 2022; Meland et 

al., 2021) 

Certified hardware and 

software, 3pp 

(Meland et al., 2021; Park et al., 

2023a; Ungkap & Daengsi, 

2022b)  

Supplier due diligence (Burrell et al., 2020; Cheung & 

Bell, 2021) 

Counterfeit prevention (Carnival, 2023; Maritime 

Executive, 2023) 

Firewall and gates (Kavallieratos et al., 2020) 

Staff and crew training, 

awareness, Internal controls 

(Afenyo & Caesar, 2023; 

Androjna & Perkovič, 2021; 

Becmeur et al., 2017; Ben Farah 

et al., 2022; Kanwal et al., 2022; 

Kavallieratos et al., 2020; Meland 

et al., 2021; Park et al., 2023c) 

Outsourcing to 3PPs  

Regular patching  (Kavallieratos et al., 2020) 

Updating antivirus (Ben Farah et al., 2022; 

Kavallieratos et al., 2020; Park et 

al., 2023c) 

Standards- ISOs (Ben Farah et al., 2022) 

Supply chain partner 

collaboration 

(Burrell et al., 2020; Cheung & 

Bell, 2021) 

Information sharing, 

collaboration 

 

Whistleblowing (Burrell et al., 2020) 
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Component assessments (Oruc et al., 2022; Tusher et al., 

2022a) 

Manual technics (Meland et al., 2021; Park et al., 

2023a) 

 

Strong password policy (Meland et al., 2021; Park et al., 

2023a) 

 

Segregated WIFI (Ben Farah et al., 2022) 

Table: Own construct  

2.6.2 Real- time Recovery 

While there is a variety of literature on precautionary measures, real time is limited 

(Cheung et al.,2021). Amidst the attack, measures are undertaken to prevent the worst-case 

scenarios (Ben Farah et al., 2022; Carnival, 2023; Maritime Executive, 2023; Meland et al., 

2021). To prevent further damages several other key systems are shut down for example (IMO 

sophisticated attach, DNV, Carnival and Saipem) applied a similar tactic during the attack.  

Previous review mention component recovery, component isolation, real- time monitoring, 

collaboration and interaction within supply chains  and a task force (Cheung & Bell, 2021; 

Enayaty-Ahangar et al., 2021a). Even though managers may prefer to keep information 

reporting to a minimum due  to confidentiality and integrity (Ben Farah et al., 2022),The IMO 

guidelines requires stakeholders to immediately report the incidence to security and police 

administration.  

Reporting is important as it gives more information to the task force to mitigate data 

loss (Carnival, 2023; Maritime Executive, 2023; Meland et al., 2021) The shutdown of the 

system and its servers (Ben Farah et al., 2022) – as practiced in the malware attack of 

Mediterranean Shipping company in 2020 contributed to mitigation of data loss that would have 

been grotesque, as shutdown contained the hacker is a particular area instead of reaching all 

systems at once. Another one is, System abandonment of infected physical infrastructure, or 

even to allocate tasks forces who work effortless to recover systems back to function.  In other 

incidences a whistle-blower (Burrell et al., 2020) for precaution, and incident report during and 

after is much useful; it gives an indication on the hacker behaviour that can be used as a 

reference. There should also be controls and procedures in place to inform customers affected- 

lack of security strategies is still a main cause for a number of attacks (Ben Farah et al., 2022; 
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Meland et al., 2021). In table below, a summary of various measures considered real time based 

on review studies is provided.  

Table 4: Real-time recovery to mitigate cyber security risks. 

Category Measures References 

 Real-time 

recovery 

Component isolation (Ben Farah et al., 2022) 

Real time monitoring (Ben Farah et al., 2022; Meland et 

al., 2021) 

Shut down and isolate (Ben Farah et al., 2022; Carnival, 

2023; Meland et al., 2021) 

Supply chain interaction (Burrell et al., 2020; Cheung & 

Bell, 2021) 

Vulnerability identification (Ben Farah et al., 2022; Burrell et 

al., 2020; Cheung & Bell, 2021) 

Task force (Barker et al., 2022; Carnival, 

2023) 

Behaviour Analysis and 

feedback 

(Ben Farah et al., 2022; Cheung 

& Bell, 2021) 

  

Table: Own construct  

2.6.3 The aftermath 

 At the end of the attack, there is need for system/ server recovery hence after math 

measures are necessary to refine the pre-implemented precautionary and real- time recovery 

measures (Ben Farah et al., 2022; Cheung & Bell, 2021; Meland et al., 2021; Park et al., 2023a). 

The affected systems need to be immediately reinstated to full functionality. If data is disrupted, 

immediate backup is undertaken for restoration. Organisations are urged to have data 

restoration protocols to enable this practice. In a maritime supply chain, collaborative recovery 

plan implemented with other stakeholders is essential for a complete and rapid recovery along 

the entire maritime supply chain (Barker et al., 2022).  Also, resilient infrastructures are 

essential in speeding up the recovery speed. For example, geographically distributed data 

locations, virtual networks, reliable cloud computing services, uninterrupted power banks, and 

stable storage (Cheung et al., 2021, p.9). Data backups saved an Italian oil field company- 

Saipem which would have otherwise lost everything when their 400 servers in the middle east 

were attached (Meland et al., 2021, p. 523)..  The company also undertook diagnostic measures 

including shutting down their server.  

The management of ICT is helpful in reduction of the damage caused by hackers. and 

is a set of defensive measures to identify technology, processes, and people responsible for 

attacks and infiltrations against assets that violate the CIA of these assets, and using this 
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information to diagnose, contain and recover from incident (Barker et al., 2022). A summary 

of various measures considered Aftermath based on review studies is provided below 

Identifying aftermath as main criteria with measure types as the sub criteria. 

Table 5: Aftermath measurers to mitigate cyber security risks. 

Category Measures References 

 Aftermath Data backup 

 Diagnosis 

(Maritime 

Executive, 2023; 

Meland et al., 

2021)  

Collaborative recovery plan  

Information security incidents reports  

Insurance (Ben Farah et al., 

2022; Cheung & 

Bell, 2021; 

Kapalidis et al., 

2022; Meland et 

al., 2021) 

Resilient system designs (Cheung & Bell, 

2021; Enayaty-

Ahangar et al., 

2021b; Tusher et 

al., 2022a) 

Vessel audits (Kechagias et al., 

2022) Peralta 

Table: Own construct  

As discussed above, through the suggested three planning categories (Cheung & Bell, 

2021; Enayaty-Ahangar et al., 2021a); before, during and after the threat damage on to 

organisation or entire supply chain may be combatted.  However, studies seem to mostly focus 

on preventive measures other than real time recovery and aftermath.  To further understand 

threat mitigation, it is a great step looking for mitigation frameworks that resonate with security 

compliance and regulations such as ISPS, ISO27001, ISO27005 and ISO2800 (Barker et al., 

2022; Duzha et al., 2017)  reason being, they are collaborative and interactive. These base from 

NIST which is a world’s biggest voluntary threat mitigation framework 
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 

 

3.0 Chapter Overview 

Scientific research can be described as a collection of information on a phenomenon 

with a purpose of contributing to science. It includes a systematic collection, interpretation and 

evaluation of data aiming at providing new knowledge (Creswell & Creswell, 2018; Frankfort-

Nachmias et al., 2015; Sekaran & Bougie, 2019). The aim of methodology chapter is to guide 

readers understand the study mapping. 

3.1 Research design 

The research design explains the study plan, research instruments data collection and 

reliability, validity, and ethical considerations. Is a strategy that guides the contextualisation of 

the study topic, through a comprehensive planning process regarding data collection and 

analysis. A research design can have three levels; posing a question for examination, collecting 

the necessary data, and presenting the findings to answer the research question. A descriptive 

research design was opted for in this case as will later be seen in questions and data collection. 

3.1.1 Research Method 

This study received answers to questions regarding Cyber-risk perception and 

mitigation strategies within maritime shipping by use of a survey method. The purpose of 

using quantitative method is to discover a phenomenon assumed to exists and try to explain it 

through numerals. This method enables numeric data and considerable samples be considered 

as population representative. It relies on objectivity and is an appropriate method to use when 

collecting quantifiable measures from samples of the population. Furthermore, it seeks to obtain 

accurate and reliable measures that allow statistical analyses Quantitative data and statistical 

data analysis is preferable (Creswell & Creswell, 2018; Frankfort-Nachmias et al., 2015). 

Analysis such as descriptive statistics, frequency distribution, one-way Analysis of variance 

(Anova) Chi-square, and t-tests were performed by use SPSS software, because the data was 

descriptive. 
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3.2 Sample and population 

The study requires data collections from subject matter experts (SMEs) (experienced in 

maritime and directly affected e. g Academicians, managers, and seafarers). Several studies 

indicate vulnerability of seafarers, and it is believed that a combination with subject matters 

would yield valid knowledge. Thus, receiving reliable and  valid answers to the question 

necessitated relevant respondents. The study population included various maritime enterprise 

sizes as in table on page 35. The enterprise sizes were defined based on Eurostat- an online 

scientific research database that explains statistics and sizes (Eurostat, 2023). Small companies 

were 10-49 employees, medium 50-249 while large were 250 and above.  Cybersecurity risks 

are more related to bigger companies, as they are targets to hackers for economic and other 

various reasons discussed in section two 17 hence our target as well. Thirty (30) participants 

from managerial and seafarer background within maritime related firms were reached. Table 

Table 6  and Table 7  show 22 usable, and consisted of 8 shipowners, 4 seafarers, 7 others, 1 

maritime insurance and from Academics. 

3.2.1 Sample strategy 

A purposive, convenient and snowball sampling strategy (Clarksons, 2021; Frankfort-

Nachmias et al., 2015) was opted for as explained below. Participants were chosen on purpose 

for their professional experiences and knowledge, via LinkedIn which was convenient. Through 

snowball, they were requested to further recruit relevant participants in own network. The 

researcher drew in own LinkedIn profile to reach participants. The planned sample was thirty 

(30) seafarers and ten (10) managers. It was a plan that managers would share these surveys 

further to seafarers. The result is illustrated in Table 7. Although seafarers seem less 

represented, sample illustrated on page  38 representative. 

Table 6: Company and organisation types 

Variable Category Frequency Percentage 

Company type    

 Shipowner 8 36.4% 

 Maritime insurance 1 4.5% 

 Seafarer 4 18.2% 

 Academics 2 9.1% 

 Others 7 31.8% 

 Total 22 100 

Table: Overview Participants 
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3.3 Data collection Procedures 

Data collection entails facts presentation to a researcher from respondents (Frankfort-

Nachmias et al., 2015). To meet intended objectives, pre-conversations, systematic literature 

review, bibliometric analysis, conversations with SMEs, guided survey preparation and conduct 

in the study. In otherwards multiple groups were sent the structured survey questionnaire 

illustrated in A171. Due to design of descriptive nature secondary data and questionnaire survey 

were parallel. The was sparked off from various scholarly articles, such as Cheung, Bell, and 

Bhattacharja (2022) which laid a foundation for some replication. This bibliometric study 

identified and categorised risks and measures in logistics and supply chain as; realtime 

recovery, aftermath and precautionary as seen on page 27.  For more contribution on a similar 

problem, in a Maritime shipping context, this thesis aims to extend the knowledge search by 

combining bibliometric studies and the survey of SMEs. 

3.4 Web Survey  

The web survey method of data collection is increasingly used in research for its 

reliability and flexibility(Frankfort-Nachmias et al., 2015). The use of online/web surveys for 

their efficiency in data collection and flexibility for the researcher makes it easy to adopt to 

according to Frank-Nahmias et al. (2015). Recent Studies have adopted web survey for example 

Tusher, Munim, Notteboom & Nazir (2022), who used LinkedIn web survey as part of their 

data collection in their study regarding Cyber security risk assessment for autonomous shipping 

(Tusher et al., 2022a). The process was directly undertaken with some assistance of perusing 

through SMEs. Based on this literature study, a web-survey with choice and  Likert scale 

questions was created and distributed using university of Oslo`s nettskjema (UIO, 2023) in a 

period June – August 2023.  

 

3.5 Questionnaire and Survey administration 

We first pre-tested the questionnaire to investigate validity and reliability of content in 

different procedures based on Churchill (1979) a known classical for– a paradigm of developing 

better measures. Firstly, the questionnaire was sent to an SME who assessed content validity of 

each question in terms of clarity, readability, and universal adequacy for representing cyber-

security and mitigation concepts. Secondly, it was circulated to other external valuable experts 

who provided feedback on design, settings, and structure. After receiving the feedback, 

questions considered ambiguous and lengthy were amended to avoid vagueness and 

misinterpretation. The improved version was then ready with a cover letter explaining the study 
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purpose as see in A1- 71. The reliability of the instrument was also tested to ensure reliable 

quality. The improved version was then sent to maritime acquaintances in our sample frame. 

On each questionnaire was a brief explanation clarifying the approach to ease respondents 

understanding. We kept track in a spreadsheet administering, tested both on mobile screens and 

sending to own self to see how it would appear. 

The questionnaire was divided in five sections A-E on page 71, with a combination of 

Likert – point scales under each section. Respondents were requested to review each statement 

and provide their level of knowledge as the Likert points suggest. The sections were – Section 

B: knowledge on cyber security incidents C: knowledge on cyber security risks, D: Knowledge 

on cyber security procedures and E: knowledge on cyber security mitigation procedures. 

Several questions regarding background were also incorporated in section A, within 

recommendations from Norwegian Agency for shared services in education and research 

(SIKT)6 originally NSD. 

3.6 Validity 

To ensure adequate data collection that is representative for the research, informal 

conversations are undertaken with six (6) subject matter experts (SME) in the beginning of this 

research, and attendance of Cyber security conference for maritime and energy sector. The SME 

were Security and IT managers (2) for; a publicly noted shipping company, a crew management 

company, Energy company in maritime supply, Maritime insurance company and a global IT 

security company. In addition, were conversations with crew managers (2). This process was 

helpful along with the literature. To follow up on response rate, kind reminders were sent every 

after two weeks. Towards the end of data collection, a separate copy link was sent to a particular 

single company where the researcher received extra response. 

3.7 Ethical considerations 

 To ensure anonymity of respondents, personal data protection procedures based on 

SIKT  were followed. Participants were recruited through snowball, purposive and conveniently 

by use of researchers LinkedIn network and workmates within maritime without characteristics 

for personal identification as described by NIST. 

 

 

 

 
6 https://sikt.no/en/about-sikt- Norwegian agency for shared service in education and research is former NSD. 

https://sikt.no/en/about-sikt-
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CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS 

4.0 Chapter Overview 

This chapter presents survey findings undertaken June -August 2023. The presentation follows 

the survey questionnaire in appendix A-171. The chapter opens with general findings and then 

proceed to sections based on questionnaire sections. 

4.1 General findings 

Out of 98 contacts to whom questionnaires were sent, thirty usable ones were received 

from SMEs making response rate 31%. We started with data cleaning by excluding empty lines, 

spaces, and converting texts to numbers. We ran straight lining by standard deviation in the 

excel and the validity was justified thus leaving n=22 usable respondents. A sample 

demography in Table 7 presents company type, gender, position, education level, work 

experience and location of 22 respondents. The population was n= 22 of which eight (08) were 

shipowner/operator, one (01) maritime Insurance, four (04) seafarer, two (02) academics and 

seven (07) who never specified (others). Shipowners were highly represented with 36.4% as 

well as seafarers 18.5% and unspecified with 31.8%.  

 

4.2 Background Information 

The ship owner represents the biggest percentage of the data (36.4%) and when added with 

seafarers (18.5%) makes the sample representative of maritime. The (9.8% from academics also 

adds weight due to the knowledge they possess, Academicians were PhD the others (31.8%) 

are also from maritime although never specified their roll ref Information Table 7 and A-1.  

There seem to be an even gender distribution where men are 59% and women 40.9%. The 

positions were mainly managerial; crew managers (13.6%) and engineers; 18.2% dominated 

besides the unspecified – 59%. Respondents worked in seven locations and worldwide. These 

included Norway (68.2%), Denmark (4.5%) USA, Philippines (4.5%), Bahrain (4.5%), Uganda 

(4.5%), worldwide (13.5%) and onboard research vessels (4.5%). Norway was dominant. 
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Table 7: Overview of respondents 

Variable Category Frequency Percentage 

Company type    

 Shipowner 8 36.4% 

 Maritime insurance 1 4.5% 

 Seafarer 4 18.2% 

 Academics 2 9.1% 

 Others 7 31.8% 

Gender    

 Male 13 59.1% 

 Female 9 40.9% 

Position    

 Class. Society rep. 1 4.5% 

 Crew manager 3 13.6% 

 Manager Eng. navy. 4 18.2% 

 seafarer oper. 1 4.5% 

 Others 13 59.1% 

Education level    

 PhD 3 13.6% 

 Master 7 31.8% 

 graduate 8 36.4% 

 High school 4 18.2% 

Work Exp.    

 0-5 years 2 9.1% 

 6-11 years 4 18.2% 

 12-15 years 2 9.1% 

 15++ 14 63.6% 

Location    

 Norway 15 68.2% 

 Denmark 1 4.5% 

 USA 1 4.5% 

 Philippines 1 4.5% 
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 Bahrain 1 4.5% 

 worldwide 3 13.5% 

 Sci. research vessel 1 4.5% 

 Uganda 1 4.3% 

 

4.3 Findings and results 

The Appendices 2-571 illustrates visuals from SPSS that were based on to construct and 

present findings and analyses. The mean and standard deviation are used to explain the findings 

based on the following score intervals: 1.0-1.8= Strongly Disagree, 1.90-2.60 =Disagree, 2.70-

3.40= Neutral, 3.50-4.20 =Agree and 4.30 – 5.00 Strongly Agree. In addition to sample 

background above, this section presents analyses following parts of the survey responses. 

1. Knowledge on cyber security incidents 

2. Knowledge on cyber security risks 

3. Knowledge on cybersecurity procedures 

4. Knowledge on cybersecurity mitigation strategies 

5. Security mitigation strategies and types of attacks 

a) Rating of preventive strategies in organisations 

b) Strategies undertaken during the attack. 

c) Strategies undertaken after the attack. 

Cyber security perception is guided with questions 1-4, whereas mitigation is guided with 

questions 5a -d. 

4.4 Knowledge on Cyber security incidents  

 The start was to rate respondents’ cybersecurity knowledge level. Seven questions (see 

A-2) on page 71 on five points Likert scale were used. Respondents were requested to indicate 

their view using the scale where; 1= strongly disagree, 2= Disagree, 3=Neutral, 4= Agree and 

5= Strongly Agree. The mean and standard deviation were used further to explain the findings.   

 

Table 8: Descriptive statistics on knowledge about cyber security incidents   

Item N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Malware attacks 22 2 5 4.27 .827 

Phishing knowledge 22 2 5 4.05 .899 

 Social engineering 22 2 5 3.77 1.020 
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Data breach consequences 22 3 5 4.55 .596 

Suspicious mails recognition 22 4 5 4.45 .510 

Fake websites 22 2 5 3.73 .827 

Unsecure networks 22 2 5 3.68 .945 

Source: own construct (survey) 

Figure 4: Most familiar cyber threats 

 

 1 = Strongly disagree, 2= Disagree, 3 =Neutral, 4 = agree, 5= Strongly agree 

 

Findings indicate four areas where respondents demonstrated most awareness. Data 

breach consequences with a mean score = 4.45 and std = .596, suspicious email with mean score 

= 4.45 and std =.510, malware attacks with mean score 4.27 and std = .827 and Phishing with 

mean score = 4.05 and std =.899. Data breach had the highest mean scores as well as most 

significant, followed by suspicious mail recognition.  The unsecure network had the lowest 

mean score.  A mean score comparison was also done on different sample aspects. We wanted 

to find out whether there was a difference in male and female awareness on high scoring 

variables (data breach, suspicious mail, malware, and phishing)- A-2b. The 9 female 

participants demonstrated more awareness compared to 13 male participants about data breach 

consequences (mean, 4,56, std. 0.0726) and phishing (mean 4.22). For the male, a slight 

difference in mean scores was observed in Malware and social engineering awareness (mean 

4,38 vs 4.11) and (mean 3.85 vs 3.67).  Another means comparison was regarding work 

experience- A-2 d. The newly employed (0-5 years) seemed most aware of data breach 

(mean,4.50). Those between 11- 15 years in work demonstrated an average awareness on all 
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aspects. However, those with a work experience 15++ surprisingly seemed not aware of all 

aspects. The awareness based on education level (A-2. d) does not indicate a significant 

difference between High school (HS), graduates (grad), masters (Ms), apart from the PHD on 

malware and social engineering with mean scores and std (4.00, std 0.000). Based on positions 

(A-2. e), 3 crew managers seemed less aware on the three aspects- malware, phishing, and social 

engineering (mean score 3.67). At this level, cyber security threat awareness was of relevancy 

to gender – where women and men demonstrated different threat awareness, working 

experience - where new employees demonstrated more awareness compared to longer serving 

employees and positions held. However, the levels of education were of no relevancy. 

Further analysis was done by use of one sample t-test and independent sample tests and 

1-way anova.  Gender significancy in relation to knowledge of cyber security incidents in all 

the seven variables - A-2b71 was tasted through a t-test. In all cases significancy was not 

observed because all the p-values as based on 2- sided p test were greater than 0.05 (p>0.05). 

Further robust analysis was undertaken through one-way Anova to test the differences in more 

than two groups` mean scores in a categorical variable. In this case the researcher looked at 

mean scores from category education, for 4 groups, i.e., high school (1), graduate (2) MSc (3), 

and PhD (4). There was no significant relationship in the education level and cyber incidents 

knowledge level as showed by p- values; 0.620, 0.324,0.260, 0.980, 0.842, 0.620 & 0,862 

respectively in A-2 d.  At the end, in an overall analysis there was no difference neither by 

gender nor education level in relation to cybersecurity knowledge in our sample. 

4.5 Knowledge on Cyber security risks  

This section comprised of 5 questions to measure respondents` cyber risks knowledge 

level. Likert scale was used with points 1 to 6, where by 1 was no knowledge at all, 2 slightly, 

3 moderate, 4 very confident.  The questions asked included how confident you feel in 

identifying cyber security risk, how often do you update your passwords for your online 

accounts, how familiar are you with common security risk such as phishing, malware and 

ransomware, how often do you back up data and how frequent do you review privacy settings 

on social media and other online accounts. 

The survey findings summarised in Table 9 reveal the following: moderate confidence 

cyberthreats identification potential (mean = 3.23, std. =0.869), passwords for online accounts 

were sometimes updated (mean = 3.18, std. 0.795), moderately familiar to phishing, malware, 

and ransomware (mean =3.36, std.0.902), Sometimes they made a backup of their important 

files (mean =3.68, std.0.839) and rarely reviewed the privacy settings on social media and other 

online accounts (mean =2.86, std = 0.834). Overall, there was an average knowledge on 
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cybersecurity risks seen from all variables apart from review of privacy settings (mean =2.86, 

std = 0.834). 

 

 

 

Table 9: Descriptive statistics on knowledge about cyber security risks. 

Item N Minimum Maximum Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

*.. confidence to identify 

CsT 

22 1 5 3.23 .869 

.. often update password 22 2 5 3.18 .795 

 ...familiarity with cyber-

risks 

22 1 5 3.36 .902 

... back up frequency 22 2 5 3.68 .839 

.. privacy settings update 22 2 4 2.86 .834 

 ** Questions start with wording how, and this section had 5 Likert scales. 

 

4.6 Knowledge On cyber-Security procedures  

 This section aimed at gathering information regarding knowledge on cybersecurity 

procedures among respondents through 5 questions, that were answered based on a Likert scale 

1-5 ranging from no knowledge to extremely knowledge. Questions included 1. how important 

you believe cyber security is to protecting sensitive information, 2.how confident in 

understanding of CS procedures and policies in your organization, 3.how often do you attend 

CS training and awareness in your organization, 4.how frequent suspicions are reported to IT 

department and 5. update frequency of latest software applications to own computers and 

mobile phones.  

Findings are summarized in Table 10 below and reveal the following: Respondents 

believed CS awareness was very important aspect in relation to protection of sensitive 

information (mean = 4.68, std. 0.477), were moderately confident in understanding of CS 

procedures and policies at own workplaces (mean =3.78, std.0.767), sometimes they attended 

CS training and awareness sessions at work (mean =3.09, std. 0.921), sometimes reported 
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suspicious activities  and security incidents to their IT department (mean 3.36, std. 1.136) and 

they often updated to latest software and apps (mean 4.18, std. 0.733).  

Although CS is important in protection of sensitive information (mean =4.68, std. 0.477) 

it cannot be achieved if organizations procedures and policies are too complicated for 

employees to understand (mean =3.78, std. 0.767). Thus, there is still need for employee 

training and creation of awareness about CSR at work (mean = 3.09, std. 0.921). 

Table 10: Descriptive statistics on Knowledge about cyber security procedures. 

Item N 

Minimu

m 

Maximu

m Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

*.. protecting sensitive 

information 

22 4 5 4.68 .477 

.. understanding policies at 

workplace 

22 2 5 3.78 .767 

 ...frequency and update of 

CS training at work 

22 1 5 3.09 .921 

... reporting frequency- 

suspicious incidents 

22 1 5 3.36 1.136 

.. privacy software 

update/patching 

22 3 5 4.18 .733 

* Leading questions, .... a question begins. 

 

4.7 Knowledge On cyber-Security mitigation strategies  

 The aim of this section was to map respondents’ knowledge level regarding cyber 

security mitigation strategies Two questions were raised, and responses are based on a five 

alternatives Likert scale (AP). Questions included how familiar you with concept of multifactor 

authentication and how often latest security patches are were updated.  

Findings are summarised in Table 11 below and indicate the following: respondents 

often updated their gadgets to ensure latest security patches (mean=4, std. 0.756) although they 

were less familiar with mitigation procedures within their organisations (mean 2.95, std. 1.214). 

This observation is correlated with employees insecurity in security procedures and limited 

training and awareness observed in table Table 2. 

 

Table 11: Descriptive statistics on Knowledge about cyber security mitigation strategies  

Item N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 
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*.. Knowledge on mitigation 

procedures 

22 1 5 2.95 1.214 

.. update with latest software 22 3 5 4.00 .756 

 

4.8 Mitigation strategies before, during and after attacks. 

The aim of this section was to learn about mitigation strategies and often experienced 

cyber-attacks in companies and organisations. Mitigation strategies were categorised under 

three subsections which include:  The preventive, The real time in the event of an attack and 

The Aftermath – those strategies undertaken after the attacks have happened. The section has 

the five questions with each its own sub questions. The first question seeks to find if respondents 

have ever experienced cyber cyber-attack, The second at knowing what type of attack, the third 

seeks for a rating of Preventive practices, the fourth asks about practices organisation undertake 

during the attacks and, fifth asks respondents to write down suggestions about own personal 

practices undertaken after cyber-attacks.  

4.8.1 Cyber attach experience. 

We wanted to find out the extent to which respondents had experienced cyber-attacks. 

The question required yes or no. Figure 5: Cyber-attack experience, shows the summary, 

whereby out of the 22 participants only 8 had experienced, which is a percentage of 36.4%. The 

majority 14, 64% had not experience cyber-attacks yet. 

Figure 5: Cyber-attack experience 

 

14, 64%

8, 36%

Cyber-attack experience

no yes
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4.8.1 Cyber-attack types 

 Under this subsection, we wanted the respondents to tick off what type of attach they 

had experienced. The list of alternatives they had to choose included password attack, malware, 

medium poor, denial of services, man in the middle and phishing. There were 13 responses on 

this question, out of the 22. It was Malware and Phishing that respondents had experienced the 

most.  Figure 6 shows 14% had experienced attacks in form of phishing, while 9% had 

experienced malware. The 59% never specified. 

Figure 6: Experienced cyber- attack types. 

 

N =22, N=9 usable 

 In a nutshell, although most respondents had not experienced cyber-attacks as seen in 

Figure 5, the few whom had experienced it reported phishing and malware as the mostly 

experienced above. 

4.9 Preventive Strategies. 

This subsection aims at rating the preventive strategies used by companies and 

individuals for cyber-security threats (CST).  We thus based on often cited preventive cyber 

strategies in the literature for example p. 30. Based on Likert scale 1-6, where 6 is very good 

participants gave a rating summarised in Table 12: Descriptive statistics on preventive 

mitigation strategies. Findings show that companies were engaging several preventive 

measures to mitigate the likelihood of cyber threats. Companies had policies on use of personal 

devises (mean =5.09, std. = 0.684), engaged in cyber training and creating awareness (mean 

=5.05, std.=0.722), they avoided using personal devises on systems and were mostly aware of 

procedures to follow (mean =5.14, std.= 0.710). 

 

13, 59%

1, 4%

2, 9%

1, 4%

1, 5%

1, 5% 3, 14%

Attack types

DOS malware man_in_middle medium_poor password phishing
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Table 12: Descriptive statistics on preventive mitigation strategies 

Item N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Cyber training and awareness 22 4 6 5.05 0.722 

Compliance monitoring in line 

with legal procedures 

22 4 6 4.77 0.612 

 Company policy on use of 

personal devices 

22 4 6 5.09 0.684 

Specific company procedures 

are in accordance to required 

regulations 

22 2 6 4.95 0.844 

Not using personal devises on 

systems 

22 3 6 5.00 0.873 

Aware of the procedures to 

follow. 

22 4 6 5.14 0.710 

Source: (own construct) 

 

4.10 Mitigation strategies during (real time) cyber-attacks. 

The aim of this subsection is to map real time mitigation strategies as discussed in 

empirical studies page 31. The question had 5 alternatives where respondents gave their view 

based on a 6-point Likert scale, ranging from; 1. Very poor, 2. Poor, 3. Medium poor, 4. Fair, 

5. Good and 6. Very good. The following alternatives are given; 1. shut down the system, 2. 

component isolation, 3. real time monitoring, 4. task force and 5. partner interaction. The 

findings are summarised in  Table 13 the findings below. 

The findings indicate that most of respondents had a specialised unit within 

organisations that responded cyber-attacks (mean =5.10, std.=0.889). They also isolated the 

components (mean =4.90, std.=0.889) while they held back information from their partners to 

some extent (mean =4.70, std.=1.218). Shut down was not a top priority (mean =4.71, 

std.=0.956) 

Table 13: Descriptive statistics on mitigation strategies undertaken during cyber-attacks. 
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Item N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Shutdown 22 3 6 4.71 0.956 

Isolate 22 3 6 4.90 0.889 

 Real time monitoring 22 2 6 4.76 0.995 

Task force 22 3 6 5.10 0.889 

Partner interaction 22 1 6 4.70 1.218 

 

4.11 Mitigation strategies after cyber-attack 

In this subsection, respondents were requested to freely write what them and their 

organisations did in the aftermath of cybersecurity threats attack. As Kuhn, (2021) urgues,  a 

collective cyber security perception and following sector guidelines  is one of the practical ways 

through which mitigation strategies can be derived (Kuhn, Bicakci, et al., 2021). As in this case 

where the sample had experienced participants. Table 14: Mitigation aftermath threats is a 

summary of outlined actions that were freely written by experts in study. These included 

carrying out system security audits, technical methods- Vertical local area networks (VLANS) 

and procedures, they create lessons learned, task force, security diagnosis.  

Table 14: Mitigation aftermath threats 

Aftermath Actions   

Carry out system security audit 1 10 

Cleaned, PCs and servers and added VLANs.   Personal were also 

trained and lots of new procedures implemented. 

1 9 

Create lesson learned to share with the organisation 1 8 

I believe that our IT dept. takes a lot of safety measures in this 

regard. They are being the expert in the system, they take care. 

1 7 

If we received a malicious email, we do not open the said email and 

we report immediately to our IT DEPARTMENT. 

1 

 

6 

Inform it dept which will set up a task force for counter measures. 

Disconnect essential systems from internet 

1 5 

report to IT and wait for instructions 1 4 
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Report to shore to IT Department.   They will direct us on what 

action to take 

1 3 

Update firewalls, info on awareness and ensure any software is up 

to date. 

1 2 

when reported to IT department that a phishing email was 

unintended opened the IT department run security/testing programs 

before work on the PC/station was allowed to be continued 

1 1 

CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 

5.0 Chapter Overview 

This section discusses a general evaluation of findings from the previous chapter, their 

meaning, importance, and value. These discussions are linked to empirical studies, industrial 

reports, and the research problem of which the main objective is to explorer security perception 

and mitigation measures. Furthermore, the section highlights on discussions’ implication to the 

industry and other stakeholders.   

5. 1 Evaluation of the findings 

The survey methodology applied in this study identifies maritime cyber security 

perception and risk mitigation strategies, from the shipping context. The study questions were 

answered based on operation instrument shown on page  71. Cyber security in a maritime 

context as defined on page 13,  in a risk exposure perspective. It is a measure of an extent to 

which a technology asset could be threatened by potential circumstances which may result in 

shipping related operational safety failures, because of information or system being corrupted, 

lost, or compromised (IMO,2017, p1).  

5.2 Discussion on cyber- security risk perception 

From the results in section 1-4;  

 

Table 8: Descriptive statistics on knowledge about cyber security incidents, Table 

9: Descriptive statistics on knowledge about cyber security risks. Table 10: Descriptive 

statistics on Knowledge about cyber security procedures. Figure 4: Most familiar cyber 

threats, we can generalise that there is a fair risk perception. Results illustrated a fair knowledge 

on the familiar threats and sources 44. However, there were indications of just following 

procedures, other than in-depth understanding. For example, less attention on software update 

and lack of a general understanding of the procedures to follow in companies. These 

observations are similar to other scholars for example (Afenyo & Caesar, 2023; Kanwal et al., 

2022; Kuhn, Bicakci, et al., 2021; Larsen & Lund, 2021; Meland et al., 2021; Park et al., 2023c). 
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Having an understanding on threat types can be an indication to sensitisation about the 

economic repercussions threats cause.  

While empirical  studies rank malware and phishing as mostly identified critical threat 

incidents (Meland et al., 2021) and (Park et al., 2023a). The same does this study as per Figure 

6, as well as extending the list with data breach consequences and social engineering as per 

page40. Studies urge the importance of knowledge mix where human IT and OT should be in 

a mix. Thus vary based on employees circumstances, company procedures, education among 

others (Afenyo & Caesar, 2023; Larsen & Lund, 2021; Ungkap & Daengsi, 2022a). Our results 

also pointed to work experience, gender, and employee ranks. It seemed that the more 

employees stayed in the companies (15++) the less they bothered to update their knowledge or 

attending training sessions- A-2d. Additionally, managers are assumed to possess much more 

knowledge on current incidents to be able to demonstrate it to their subordinates (Afenyo & 

Caesar, 2023; Larsen & Lund, 2021). In this case the crew managers demonstrated a neutral 

understanding on cyber security which resonates with Afenyo and Caesar (2023), who advises 

a need for a robust human resource allocation to ensure knowledge down flow (Afenyo & 

Caesar, 2023). The three elements that underpin Cyber security awareness include; People, 

process and technology (Ungkap & Daengsi, 2022b). Several factors determine and measure 

cyber threat awareness such as Attitude, Cognitive, Experience in cyber-attacks, Education, and 

gender. The cognitive- also the people, are most important. Even though our study was 

dominated by respondents that had never experienced cyber-attacks, The study did not perceive 

high experience as relevant to cyber perception. Newcomers perceived and were more 

knowledgeable to cyber threats, neither did education count however some indications may 

point to gender difference. We also identified some threats in line with Park et, (2019). These 

were the four cyberthreats connections, lack of training and expertise, use of outdated IT 

systems, Hacktivism and fake site and phishing. 

The outdated systems are a main cause of threats that necessitates clear organisational 

procedures to be understood as in the case of NIST where industries are generally advised. 

Unlike scholars, pointing at sluggishness regarding vulnerabilities identification in the maritime 

for example McNicholas (2016), we observe tendencies in the pipeline as it seems there is a 

fair awareness level based on our research findings. These findings are also in direction of 

research concerned with, a huge global impact related to cyber Security in maritime, where 

sensitization in different contexts is a crucial step (DNV, 2023; Kavallieratos et al., 2020; 

McNicholas, 2016; OECD, 2022; Park et al., 2023c; Townsend, 2022; Tusher et al., 2022a, 

2022a). The attack surface is getting more complex given technological advancements that are 
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said to head from industry 4.0 and 5.0. Yet in some cases the OT may seem less aligned to IT. 

This is what our findings also see, when crew managers bear less knowledge on CT, yet need 

to use OT to reach out to the onshore personnel. 

 

5.3 Discussion on Mitigation Procedures 

Regarding the mitigation strategies, findings show various procedures were undertaken 

Table 12: Descriptive statistics on preventive mitigation strategies. Most companies focused 

on precautionary, while few were on real time, and aftermath. A similar observation was 

undertaken by Cheung & Bell (2021) , a problem linked to over reliance on aftermath and 

precautionary can be that security procedures can be lagging behind, given the speed of attack 

tactics (Cheung & Bell, 2021). A global technology innovator IBM (2023) resonates with 

empirical studies on mitigation when they say. 

Attackers have different tactics, and they keep changing.  

However, they are mostly taking advantages of loose doors. For 

example, in 2023, 21% of incidents were backdoors deployed, 

17% in 22 were ransomware and 6% of attacks were business 

email compromise (IBM, 2023, pp. 3–4).  

This shows a need not only to understanding the threat type, but also know its behaviour and 

how it comes about. This necessitates a balanced framework such as NIST 

 Although findings indicated over reliance on precautionary strategies, at the same time 

some preventive measures performance varied. While training and awareness took more  focuss 

47, and in line with the literature (Afenyo & Caesar, 2023; Kanwal et al., 2022; Meland et al., 

2021; Park et al., 2023c), that acknowledge its importance towards threats  and a need for 

thorough crew training.  The training should consider the dynamic threat environments.  The 

legal environment seems to be a challenge in our study findings, which is in line with the 

literature for example (Afenyo & Caesar, 2023; Kanwal et al., 2022; Weaver et al., 2022), which 

poses a challenge to relevant training. In their European funded research article MITIGATE, 

Duzha et al, (2017) identify collaboration as very important, which can enrich knowledge across 

(Duzha et al., 2017).  The objective of MITIGATE is to realise a radical shift in risk 

management methodologies for maritime sector towards a collaborative evidence-based 

method that alleviates limitation in risk management frameworks. In this study a clear limitation 

to most of the respondents was legal framework and complicated procedures. MITIGATE 

emphasise collaboration of various stakeholders, in areas; Identification, Assessment and 
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Mitigation of risks associated with cyber assets. The industrial standards for example, some 

companies seemed to a certain to adopt DNV`s7  four recommended steps. 

 The industry nevertheless demonstrates efforts. Various bodies; classification 

societies, organisations and unions have developed individual guidelines for the protection of 

(CI) against cyberthreats (ABS, 2016; BIMCO, et al., 2017; DNVGL, 2016). For example 

BIMCO `s guidelines for ship board IT and OT systems for threat identification and 

vulnerabilities, their assessment, development of mitigation and contingency measures, and 

responding and recovering from such threats (BIMCO, et al., 2017). American bureau of 

shipping`s (ABS), guidelines for marine and offshore on CS , best practices, criteria for system 

assessment, concepts of data Integrity, software system Verification and Quality management 

(ABS, 2023). The classification societies,(DNV, 2023; DNVGL, 2016; Lloyd`s Register, n.d.) 

do guide stakeholders on technology implication, the implementation and design, as well as 

standard application such as ISO/IEC27001 and ISA-99/IEC-62443-applicable to OT security 

for control systems for critical assets industrial assets. These initiatives do mirror an offensive 

perception. 

In addition, it resonates with increasing efforts in sensitization and update in new 

security frameworks for critical infrastructures annually. For example, in addition to other 

industrial updates, on a general note the NIST cyber security framework that has long existed  

is now being updated to  CSF 2.0 (BIMCO, 2019; DNV, 2023; NIST, 2022). NIST has an aim 

to address the current and future CS risks and to make it easier for all organisations to adopt. 

The challenge to organisations is to align safety culture in daily operations – an issue by ISM 

and ISPS 2.3 Cybersecurity Perception. Even though procedures are perceived to be in place, it 

raises an alarm when few understand how they are being practiced. However, as other studies 

still indicated (Afenyo & Caesar, 2023; Ungkap & Daengsi, 2022), imparting the knowledge 

can be challenging, the training and school curriculars and policies at times seem not aligned 

which is in line with this study too. Therefore, NIST centres on a wide collaboration when they 

recommend a step by step 5 framework on which threat profiles can be built. In the European 

funded study, Ransom risk management (Barker et al., 2022, pp. 16–20), the building of a 

ransom profile based  on NIST CFS´s Identify, Protect, Detect, Respond and Recover resonates 

with the fact that collaboration where knowledge can be shared will create mutual benefits.  The 

 
7 https://www.dnv.com/maritime/insights/topics/maritime-cyber-security/ism-guidance.html 

 

https://www.dnv.com/maritime/insights/topics/maritime-cyber-security/ism-guidance.html
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DNV`s simplified framework for Maritime built as well on NIST CSF, sees it material to Plan, 

Do, Check and Act.  

5.4. Summary of the combination of two main question. 

In general, the main issues regarding cybersecurity perception and the mitigation 

procedures can be linked to ongoing literature studies whereby in the case of perception, it 

should not only be left to the IT departments, but rather to combine the human behaviour as 

well. There is vast evidence that human behaviour although a vital resource, can also have 

linkage to cyber threats. Therefore, training and procedures that incorporate the human 

behaviour with interaction of IT /OT can be considered vital step towards developing more 

appropriate mitigation strategies that balance the 3 levels. 

5.5 Discussions on implication of research to Maritime stakeholders 

 Cyber- security threats within maritime industry are continuously on a free foot 

considering recently re-occurring threats. For example (Garry, 2023; Kovacs, 2020; Kuhn, 

Bicakci, et al., 2021; Seatrade, 2023). It is also a focus to corporations and organisations 

worldwide for example (GCE, 2023; WEF, 2023), and is exacerbated by emerging technologies 

(Larsen & Lund, 2021; Park et al., 2023c; Tusher et al., 2022a). Our study has a similar 

direction, that this area needs constant attention from scholars. Reliance on novel technologies 

in the maritime and in other organisations and corporations will increase and thus a reflection 

on steps forward is needed. 

Cybersecurity is undoubtedly a major vulnerability, and our study has also mirrored a 

similar perception. To minimise the vulnerability studies are suggesting a diversity of 

frameworks and standards. For example, 24. The NIST framework is widely used as a basis to 

ease on the  rigorous risk architectures ( Barker et al., 2022), Various industrial risk mitigation 

profiles adapt their works on NIST for example IMO 25 and DNV cyber security guidelines 

13. In all the five steps; (Identify, Protect, Detect, Respond and Recover) (NIST, 2022) 

collaboration in mitigation is essential (Duzha et al., 2017). Where there is collaboration, on 

each stage of the risk analysis, it increases knowledge sharing across, which is a necessity to 

the industry. There is need to understand the necessity looking at OT and IT beyond a field for 

only IT managers, but also a general human resource in organisations where everyone has a 

stake, if cyber insurgency is to be tackled. 

 In our study we identified more tendencies towards preventive strategies but at the same 

time tendencies of leaving matters to special task forces. Although it is a good practice having 

special units within organisations that tackle security issues, the procedures should be clearer 
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to the entire personnel and on continuous basis. The maritime industry could lobby for a 

revision of internal procures in companies, which in this case already exist through the ISM 

code and IMO resolution 4. However, interpretation is left to managers which still is a challenge 

which may mean – simply to tick off as a way of fulfilling compliance. As scholarly articles 

were concerned about knowledge and school curriculum (Afenyo & Caesar, 2023; Kanwal et 

al., 2022),  it is likely that those that with longer experience necessary did not illustrate a better 

understanding in cyber prevention initiatives. There seem to be indications that school 

curriculums need to be reviewed whereby irrespective of age, culture the understanding of 

security should be uniform. It could also be an indication that freshers from universities can 

start right away on managerial levels in cybersecurity tasks. The maritime community and other 

stakeholders can gain advantage if they build collaborating teams with different backgrounds 

who act in real time. The collaboration will boost transparency in risk handling by various 

stakeholders while at the same time will generate unique evidence about risk assessment and 

mitigation. 

 The managers ought to share cyber security knowledge across the organisation 

and all employees in a simple language preferably in form of a continuous loop. To ease this 

undoubtedly challenging task, The classification societies  worked out relevant guidelines for 

safety management systems to OT and  IT (DNV, 2023; DNVGL, 2016; Lloyd`s Register, n.d.). 

They are meant to guide stakeholders on technology implication, the implementation and 

design, as well as standard application such as ISO/IEC27001 and ISA-99/IEC-62443. These 

guidelines ; Plan, Do, check and Act (DNV, 2023; Kuhn, Bicakci, et al., 2021)  break down the 

task as  explained below. 

The Planning stage is where a solid foundation takes place.  It stars with identification 

of cyber security objectives that are relevant for safe operations of OT/IT system. The IMO`s 

requirements and those of external and internal stakeholders are part of the objectives. The 

defined objectives guide in the generation of inventory of safety and critical systems and 

software, which are necessary in execution of cyber risk assessment.  A through assessment is 

in four levels according to DNV (2023). 1) Consequential analysis in terms of loss of 

Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability for each, 2) Probability analysis on how often a 

particular system can be compromised, 3) Ranking based on OT/IT vulnerability and 4) 

Determination of required barriers- in terms of people, processes, and technology to combat the 

risk.  

At the next stage – DO, the results in the previous stage should be utilised to define an 

implementation plan for rolling out suitable mitigators. As a minimum DNV recommends 
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several functional requirements for a safety management system: A security policy, 

Instructions, and procedures to ensure a safe cyber operation, Defined authority levels and 

communication policy among entire personnel, Reporting procedures of the attack, Procedure 

to prepare for and respond towards the attack, and prepare for internal cyber audits and 

management review. Furthermore, is training for different levels bearing in mind the 

interconnections of Process, technology and people which is in line with several scholars that 

identify the necessity of crew training towards threat prevention for example (Afenyo & Caesar, 

2023; DNV, 2023; Meland et al., 2021). 

The checking process must then be continual and include the evaluation of the 

effectiveness of achieving security objective, analysis of cyber events and reports, evaluation 

of logs and intrusion detection systems, and the external checks to evaluate the environment 

generally.  After findings are reviewed, then corrections and other course actions can be put in 

pipeline. A key to future successful cyber resilience requires a constant update of cyber risk 

assessment, policies and procedures as described, due to a non-static environment. The 

checking process Lastly preventive actions will then be implemented based on the findings of 

internal and external review reports. 

Whereas studies on maritime cybersecurity are underway, those that combine a general 

understanding in the perspective of capturing the perception of maritime personnel and the 

mitigation strategies combined are few. In this angel our thesis has a unique contribution.  

5.6 The study Limitations 

Factors relevant to perceptions and mitigation are being studied and linked to several 

theories. This study has taken a more explorative nature in contributing to existing research by 

reaching industrial experts and therefore findings are not hooked to theories. It is however worth 

mentioning that generalization of the study findings must be done with caution given some 

discussions below. 

Even though our sample was purposive, whereby respondents were from maritime 

related environments as shown in Table 6: Company and organisation types, the size was rather 

small as illustrated Table 7: Overview of respondents. With such a limitation in the studies 

Sample size findings may need scholarly backups rather than nakedly considered. Furthermore, 

the fact that most participants were in top management positions, and less in the seafarer lower 

positions, also may limit on the real problems associated with cyber security in relation to 

managers and personnel. On the other hand, the first-hand information from experts 

supplements the empirical studies, which often based on entirely systematic literature reviews. 

Larsen & Lund (2021) sees the need for combinations as a way of building on extensive theories  
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in explaining cyber risk perception (Larsen & Lund, 2021). Risk perception is a subjective 

cognitive process, and the dimensions can vary from population to population and contexts. 

Whereas this does not imply a weakness in review studies, but often throwing a glance on the 

realities enriches the literature, of which this study brings forward and, in this case, adding a 

value.  

More still, a greatest percentage of our sample did not have real experience in cyber-

attacks. On the other side, the fact that were experts and highly educated, may resonate with the 

fact that they took cautions. The study should have got participants that had experienced these 

problems. But since most respondents were from Norway and other OECD member countries, 

here they are not very many seafarers ‘origins. Thus, limiting concluding based on seafarer how 

they perceive cyber threats.   

CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION 

6.0 Chapter Overview 

 The study aimed at exploring security perception and mitigation measures with 

Maritime shipping. To guide the study, two main research questions as identified were basis for 

findings and discussions already concluded in previous chapters. 

 We kicked off this study with an intense scholarly review see- 17 to understand the 

threat environment in generals. We proceeded to a more in-depth analysis of the literature 

review by use of visualisation software. After gaining a deeper insight the two questions that 

were considered suitable towards gaining an understanding on security perception and 

mitigation measures in the maritime shipping included:  Q1 How is cyber risk perceived among 

seafarers and managers in the maritime Q2 What major measures are taken to mitigate cyber-

risks.  

6.1 Conclusion of the main findings 

Regarding the first question-, we analysed responses on the four-section questionnaire 

on page 40 and found following main issues for our consideration.  

The knowledge level was moderate, especially more aware on data breach and 

suspicious emails as possible cyberthreat avenues. However, the potential to identify 

cyberthreats seemed to continuously pose challenges which can be linked to the fact that private 

settings update needs more focus.  Despite these instances, the culture of reporting in case of 

incidents was being practised to a certain degree, although understanding what and when to 

report is unclear, reason being complicated procedures that was not easy to understand and thus 

only trusted IT. With this in consideration, there seems generally a fair-risk perception. Our 
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basis to this conclusion is the first 4 questions However, the sample size may limit generalising 

these findings and results to seafarers and managers. Nevertheless, some factors are worth 

pointing out, even though some may seem out of this study scope, they are of interest to focus 

on as a way of enhancing a cyber- resilient future overall. Training and knowledge share across: 

There is still need for a training and knowledge that is collaborative and across teams. While 

many did understand the dangers associated with cyberthreats, the actual procedures were not 

clear and in some cases were left only to the hands of security personnel, and thus saw no need 

of in-depth understanding.  

Regarding the second question, we found that more focus was on preventive measures 

compared to measures after and during the threat. This seem to be ongoing concern in the 

current literature too.  

6.2 Future research Recommendations  

 In the process of exploring the perceptions and mitigation strategies, we found some 

interesting directions in our data that can be interesting to consider for further research. The 

Gender differences in maritime and their knowledge to cyber threats can give interesting 

perspective. There was an indication of whether women were more risk averse and therefore 

less prone to cyber threats compared to men. A future study can build on and to find why and 

what in this direction. 

 Another study possibility can be linked on experience and position towards security 

perception and mitigation. There was a tendency – although out of our study scope; that number 

of years and experience did correlate to knowledge and awareness in cyber security. Could it 

possible that the young and less experienced are more vigilant on these issues? Why is it so and 

what should be done? 

Further consideration is to study the knowledge level of human resource personnel in 

relation to cyberthreats to find out if companies are making improvement efforts. 
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